. INTRODUCTION
We have used neutron diffraction at T -a for analyzing two powdered samples obtained by oxidation in air at 350°C of the same stoichiometric phase C~~~~~h ' f t~~~~~F e~ .6904 but submitted to very different cooling rates (quenching or slow cooling
. . -. -. . .
at S°C/min ) from the oxidation temperature .Th&mogravimetric analysis reveals that they have the same composition C 6 0 . 9 3 6~~0 . 3 5 5 F e 1~~5~O~0 4 4 0 4
with the same vacancy contents . However these two samples exhibit notably different coercivities because of their different cooling rates : Hc=1750 Oe for the quenched one ; H-SO Oe for the slowly cooled one
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION RESULTS
Neutron diffraction spectra at low temperature ( T=6K) appear almost identical, whatever the sample . Refiiements reveal no structural nor magnetic significant differences , within some standard deviations.The reliability factors are R e . 9 2 , Rwp=5.19 (slowly cooled sample) and , Rwp=4.94 (quenched sample) 
4-. MAGNETIC MOMENTS
The magnetic reliability factors are Rmag=2.33 for the slowly cooled sample and Rmag=2.80 for the quenched sampleNeutron diffraction reveals a classical wllinear ferrimagnetism with the the A-site moments opposed to the B-site moments. The sum of the A-site moments and the sum of the B-site moments supposed in a parallel alignment have been calculated from the above
4+.
cation distribution formulas and from the following values for the moments assigned to the several ions (Mn3+: 4 p~; Mn . 
